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MARCH 6th ENDS
RED CROSS DRIVE
GOAL . . . 500
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Choose Your May Queen;
- - Petitions Go Out
Next Week '

WOOSTER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 1948

Volume LXIV

Number 16

BALI TITLE

SCOTS CLINCH STATE
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IVcostes Champs Acclaimed In Tnoday CIia:l;
IVVJST BroadcaslsSsaiion
Victory Cokhaficn
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Team Members Speak, Along With MoserLowryf Ver Sieeg, Jameson
,

Cream of the crop, champs of all they survey in both State and Conference that's. Wooster "root'
fighting, victory-hungrScots. The exploits of Coach Mose Hole's 1948 casaba clan will be
in'tootm
..
I
T
.1
acciaimea as long as mere are rni uetas to man tne niiing station pumps at the local lubritoriums! Tuesday
chapel was set aside to honor Wooster's all'conquerine heroes. And what a rirntlrmM
deserted his fruit flies long enough to peek in upon the proceedings. The chapel recognition program vns
the logical outcome of Wooster's riproariously successful season which netted the Scots 18 wins and only
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Majority of Vofers

l

OX Amendments
Republicans Win
As a result of the voting in
Chanel
WednesdavJ morninffo
on
i.
both amendments to the student
senate constitution were oassed
overwhelmingly by a vote of 760
to 16. Student opinion on the
mock political convention favored the
epublican party with 518 votes. Next
came the democrats with a total of
145. Write-ivotes showed nine in
favor of a communist convention,
n
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two Wallacites and two Socialists. Ac

.X,J.w.j..

cording to all the ballots, 776 students voted in the three elections.
This is the largest turn-ou- t
a student
election has had this year.
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FIRST ROW, left to right: Richard Gaver, Myndret Busack, Pat Milligan, Captain Ralph Wagner, Jim Weygandt, Earl Shaw.
SECOND ROW: Bob Erickson, manager, Bill Quayle, Joe Lane, Douglas Preble, Gerald White, Frank Pierce, Coach Mose Hole.
THIRD ROW: John McDowell, Robert Lucas, John Edwards, Herbert Himes, Carl Mortland and Jim Schneider.

Special Hallo! Elects

Frosh

Vice-Preside- nt

Sprinkle Wins Position
the FreshAs new
Sprinkle
to
selected
have
men
Jim
help take over some of the administrative duties for the remainder of
the second semester. '
Jim defeated Dave Dowd by a
close margin in the finals yesterday.
Tom Flippen had been eliminated in
the primaries Wednesday. Two petitions were withdrawn in the
campaign because of the deadlock in finding eligible signers.
Once again those who volunteered
to spend precious hours supervising
the voting booth were faced with
lonely vigils. Only slightly more than
41
cast ballots in the primaries;
scarcely over
in the finals.
Even in the institutions dedicated to
teaching democratic privileges and
duties to the future and present voting population, not only did well
less than half the students entitled
to exercise this basic franchise show
up at the polls, but eighteen of these
few conscientious citizens lost their
voice in the matter because they
failed to ask how to mark the ballots
when they, for some unknown reason, had not learned the technique
of placing an X in a box opposite
the name of the persqn for whom
they wished to vote.
vice-preside-

nt,

pre-electi-

on

31,

Taylor Hall 205
To De New Home
of IVVJST Studio
Still in the crocess of construe
tion, but expected to be completed
very soon is the campus studio of
radio station WWST. Room 204
in Taylor Hall is the scene of all
the activity, and its size has been
admirably adapted to the possible
varying' needs of such a branch station. About half the room will be a
large studio capable of accommodating large numbers of performers,
such as' orchestral or choral groups.
The old broadcasting, roons formerly
used by radio classes will remain as
the small studio for use by single

Trustees Approve
Request For Fund
Honor

L. C.

Boles

At last weekend's meeting, the
Board of Trustees approved the
official, request for the establish'
ment of the Coach L. C. Boles
Memorial Fund, to be sponsored
by the "W" club. Don Walklet
of the class of '36 introduced the
proposal and is general chairman of
the campaign in addition to being
president of the "W" club. 'Money
contributed to the fund will be used
for the construction of a field house
in honor of the late Coach Boles. It
is hoped that by June 15 the amount
of .money needed, in excess of the
contributions made by the "W" men,
can be ascertained. This remainder
will be solicited from alumni of the
'

college.

Plans for the field house have been
drawn up and include three basketball courts, a thirty foot by seventy
foot swimming pool, and the necessary lockers and showers. It will seat
3,000 people.
Members of the "W" club are all
the men who attended Wooster and
(Continued from page 2)

Norm. Thomas Opposes
Dr. Dan Poling On UIIT

Norman Thomas, Socialist leader,
and Dr. Dan Poling, world religious
leader, will debate the question of
.Training ,.. this
Universal- -. Military
evening at 8:15 in the Wooster High
School Auditorium.
Upholding the conscription prospeakers, singers, 'or small discussion gram, Dr. Poling was a member of
groups. The control room end a com- the Presidential commission which
bined reception room and office will drew up plans for compulsory training in America. He is a leader in
fill the remaining space.
The Sunday afternoon College the world Christian Endeavor moveHour is the only regularly scheduled ment and an outstanding Baptist
program to be broadcast from the minister.
Norman Thomas is the head of the
Hill, but there are wide possibilities
Socialist
Party in America and often
proincidental
regular
or
other
for
presidential
candidate. He was on
hooked
be
a
will
studio
new
The
grams.
the
Wooster
line
last year, speakfrom
campus
permanent
up on a
body
student
be
ing
chapel
the
the
to
can
on "The Minand
WWST,
plugged in at will. The new facilities imum Price of Peace." He will oppose
will of course greatly aid the work Universal Military Training in tonight's debate.
.of Mr. Kaltenborn's classes.
,

.

'
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"Only the Best become Excellent"
In a personal interview, Miss Jonas
emphasized that in Europe, those who
study music begin their pursuit of
the art at a very tender age and continue concentrated studies even after
the reputation of a master is acquired.
"All pianists in Europe are good,
only the best become excellent," remarked Miss Jonas. The American
philosophy of nonchalance is perhaps one reason for our country's
lack of leadership in the field of music. However, the foremost musicians
of the world have emigrated to this
land, and with the establishment of
New York City as the music capital
of the world, muchMs hoped for in
the development of the art here within the next few decades.
Her Debut with the Warsaw
Philharmonic
Born in Poland, Miss Jonas began
her piano studies at the age of seven,
making her debut as soloist with the
Warsaw Philharmonic when nine
years ' old. Paderewski was attracted
by her unusual display of talent, and
gave her lessons every time he was in
Poland and later in Switzerland. His
kind teaching and passion for the art
of piano interpretation has been a
constant inspiration for Miss Jonas
during her career.
i
With her great teacher, Miss Jonas
shares a national devotion to Poland.
Chopin, also a native of that coun
try is among her favorite composers,
and few others can so well interpret
his music, which expresses the ertreme
melancholy and joy that occur in
.

Well, the shouting's over and
the Gum Shoe Hop is cast. And a
noble cast it is, too. Providing the
big romantic interest are Herbie
Benson and bobbie Bornitz as
Banky and Chloe. The villian of
the drammer, who would twirl
moustache if she had one to twirl,
is the wicked mother, Kathy Fravel.
Her henpecked husband is meek
little Colonel MacBeth, Jim Bidle.
Margie Miller portrays a lost char
acter from the swamps Swamp Girl;
while Dave Funk is cast as the re
spectable senator who gets slipped a
Mickey during the slightly hilarious
course of events. Gene Markley comes
in handy as a riotous old Grampa,
and Dick Kaufer is cast as Josh Len
nox. The Three Witches, who want
to get on the radio, are Jan Johnson, Cynthia Cole, and Mary Anne
Evans.
The Twenty-si- x
voice chorus in
eludes Birdie Lawrence, Rosemary
Pierce, Mary Ellen Frazier, Betsy
Jones, Janet Evans, Tbelma Cole'
man, Marjean Hartzler, Jeane Cris-welJeanne Fagen, Jan Jensen,
Meredith Hunter, Janie Sedgewick,
Evelyn Cheadle, Charlie Croghan,
Bob Schug, Chuck Williams, Glenn
Garrat, Bill Treloar, Jim Hale, John
Poling,
Charlie
Richardson,
Bill
Rowling, Earl Swick, Dave Mac- Millan, Paul Reynolds, and Jack Mil'
ligan. Uver sixty women tried out
for the chorus, and since only thir
teen could be chosen the directors
faced a very difficult task.
The lights will be under the diree
tion of Webb Lewis, and John Hud'
son is acting1 as stage manager and is
helping construct the set.
The Hop will be presented on
Thursday evening, March 18, at 8:15
and on Saturday, March 20, at 2:30
p. m. and at 8:15 p. m.
l,

in
the
constitution
brought about by the passage of the
amendments actually provide for a
form of proportional representation.
Every class will be represented in the
student senate by a man elected at
the beginning of first semester and a
woman chosen at the start of second
semester. In classes exceeding two
hundred members at the beginning
of the fall term, one representative
at large, either a man or woman, will
be selected for every seventy-fiv- e
ad
ditional members. A few technical re
visions were also involved in the
amendments.

Although, no definite date has been
set, Wednesday's vote showed that the
majority of students want to have
the Republicans represented at the
mock political convention. Plans for
this affair are in the hands of Con
gressional Club, the Student Sen
ate, N. S. A., S. L. I. D., and I. R. C

.

Guest Professor
Invited For Solo
Haugh Sings 'Passion1
The part of the Narrator in Bach's
"The Passion of our Lord according
to St. Matthew", which will be presented by the College Choir, soloists,
and orchestra on Good Friday evening at 7:30 in Memorial Chapel, will
be sung by Harold Haugh, Professor of Voice at Oberlin Conservatory

Fire Drill Imminent;
the
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Captain Ralph Wanner-- "An In
spiring Leader"
Captain Ralph "Fingers" Wagner
was lauded by Coach Hole as "an
inspiring leader whose
display of team play and spirit provided
the impetus by which the 1948 Scott
surged to the pinnacle of the Ohio
State basketball Colussus." "One of
the finest and most courageous players ever to represent the College of
Wooster", was Mose's unstinted
praise. Scoring 348 points in 1947
and 339 this season, "Fingers" has
gram of orientation. Additions to the digited a remarkable total of 687
existing program would be an expla- points thru the cords in the short
nation of purposes and methods of space of two years.
Wooster, suggestions for study im
Earl "Swish" Shaw was next on the
provement, discussions of health, in' basketball
agenda, Coach Holsa
eluding sex, living, and integrity.
"Meal Ticket" was humorously depic
A faculty committee of all advi ted as the sailor boy who
sors, under the leadership of Mr, aside his narutical garb in nrefc
Drushal was appointed to look into to striking the sails of Scot batkas-ba-ll
foes. Earl's 1948 total of 3S1
the infraction of certain rules. This
points
is a record high production
group will hold an open meeting on
a
for
Sophomore
eager and it only
March 16 at 8:00
A cheerful
shy
points
Nick
of
FratceUa's total
note
it was announced that there
of
394
points
set
will be a fire drill as soon as weather
m 193& la two
years the amazing Shaw hm smssssil
permits.
the incredible aggregats) of 731
It was moved that the college build points!!! If the "Swkher
Wt
a sidewalk from Kauke to Douglass, awarded a first team berth
on the
and requested that a walk from the
State squad, it will be a grave
Lib to the Shack be considered. Also injustice.
'Keep off the grass' season is fast
Pat "The Tree" ("it say. her."!
approaching so we might as well
Milligan was named "Rookie of the
start now.
Year", the filaver whn
Fines for holiday and chapel cut most improvement over his 1947
ting since July 1, 1947 add up to form. Jim Weygandt, one of five
the erand total of 4464.64. Thi seniors on the squad, was described
money, as was reported previously, as an important feature in the team's
is being used for some charity out defense and offense" and
a nlavar
side the college. Don't forget the Sen who made good with a loud bang
ate sponsored band dance this Satur- wnen switched from guard to his
day, night in Douglass price is 62 natural position at forward.
cents . . . Also next Mondav nicrkt
Busack ADOOtnted 194 IUiL.!!
meeting of the Student senate will
i
Captain
be open to the student body. That's
Miner
Busack.
WooumV "FlfVk
9:00 in the Senate Room.
Wheel", was cited for "his alertness,
and outstanding floor play." Coach
Hole hereupon announced
the
very capable and popular Busack had
Under the gavel of Speaker Frank been selected
as the basketball cap
Condi t, Congressional Club convened
tain for the '48-'4-9
season a
Tuesday. The discussion for the evert
pleasing development!
ing centered around the Marshall
Seniors Dick Gaver, Frank Pierce,
Plan and its possible economic and
(Continued on page 4)
political ramifications. The discus
sion was led by Art Weiss and Demo
All students wishing to remain
trio Boersner.
on campus in a collage dormitory
The next meting of the club will during spring recess must register
in the office of the Deans before
be on March 1) at 7:30 in the con
March 15. '
gressional chamber.
Most of the suggestions made by
this Integrity committee are under
discussion at the moment, so there
is nothing definite or final to report,
It is hoped that within the next few
issues, the Voice will publish an ed
itorial or. a complete news story on
what the group is actually accomplish
ing, and striving for. A
tee was appointed with Miss Lowrie
as chairman and including Mr. Tae-uscMrs. Golder, Mr. Anderson,
Pat Culp, Kathy Fravel and Ned
Shreffler, to organize a better pro
it
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Prom Date Set

In the Senior , class meeting Tues
day, after chapel, Stan Gault, senior
class Prexy, announced - the Senior
Prom date of June 7th, the Wednesday immediately after exams. A big
name band was voted upon and accepted, with the final selection of the
orchestra to be announced later.
On April 23rd, a senior dance is
planned at 1.00 a couple. Proceeds
from this and the senior bid fee will
be used for the Prom. The
5.00
class dues includes the Prom bids and
is an approximate figure that may be
At the concert Monday night, Miss lessened.
Jonas exhibited an unusually inter
Commencement
announcements
pretive. manner. Her facial expres have been selected and may be pursiona disclosed the intense emotion chased at the Book Store for 15c
with which she manipulated her fing apiece. The four senior chapels will
begin April 30.
(Continued on Page 4)
.
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moid HSDon w wji iwooscers
winning state titlists) donated air time
in order that those not fortunate
62 Cents To Dance Sat enough to cram themselves into
chapel might listen to the titillating
Bob Jameson, sports announevents.
Keep off
Grass
cer of WWST, was master of the
Because of the basketball game aerial Caesarea which transferred die
features of Coach Hole
Monday night, the Senate met
and his
aggrega
briefly during Chapel hour that
tion to the Wooster firesides.
morning. It was reported that the
After the usual perfunctory re
committee investigating the possi'
marks in which Wooster's team was
bilities of securing washing ma' praised for its "team cooperation,
chines for the girls' dorms will make team spirit, team play, sportsman
an announcement in the student ship, and the will to win," Coach
chapel on Wednesday. (This was Hole was introduced. He lauded his
postponed Wednesday because of the basketeers for their outstanding rec-- "
shortage of time.). Committee to ord and the fact that many had taken
judge the Color Day scripts was ap- upon themselves the self improvement
i.
t
pointed. It includes M. J. Smirt, wmcn
i.i- in
tne ocots seizing
resulted
Kay Deen, Mr. Moore, Miss Lowrie, the state and Conference AiAtn
and Miss Gould.
with only two of the regular 1947
Tuesday night found members of quintet on Up.
this organization meeting with the
SmithvUle Inn scene of Victory
faculty for the monthly
Celebration
of the Student-FacultRelations
Although not announced in ChapCommittee. Chief topic of discussion el, Mose made plans whereby Smith-vill- e
was the integrity program being estab
Inn was the scene of a victor
lished. It is hoped that through pic celebration for the team Thursday
nics, dinners and the like the stu evening. The lettermen are also to
dents can get to know the faculty bet be rewarded with a trip to Cleveland
ter and the faculty can, in turn, be in the very near future in which a
come better .acquainted with the stu hockey game and plenty of victuals
dent body.
are to be the main bill of fare.

sub-comm-

Polish temperament.
Flees Nazi Iron Heel
Following the Nazi invasion of
her country, Miss Jonas escaped
dramatically
from
inmprisbnment,
finally fleeing across Europe and the
Atlantic to Rio de Janiero. So great
was the impression of her tragedy
upon her mind (she was separated
from her husband by the Nazis) that
she did not touch the piano for over
a year, Artur Rubenstein, compatriot
of Miss Jonas, is responsible for her
return to music, and by his influence
she was persuaded to begin a tour of
the Americas. She is now. touring the
United States for the second time.

play with the state and Conference
championships for good measure.

--

Changes

Benson, Bornitz
"Practice Brings Perfection'
Lend Romantic
Visiting Pianist Counsels Interest to Hop
Work, work, work." That is how musician's are made, accord'
ing to Maryla Jonas, guest pianist whose Monday night concert in
the chapel was sponsored by the Wooster Federation of Music. Hard
work, watching the great artists at big concerts, and intense devotion
to music and its creation are needed to make a master of a person
whose native talents lie in the field of the muse Euterpe.

wo losses in state competition ana 14
wins and two losses in Conference

Senatorials
i

M

1

,

.

Counts? Wootter Dally Record
-

Harold Haugh

and a nationally known concert

Congressional

ten-

or.

def-irate-

A graduate of Hiram College and
of the School of Sacred Music of
Union Theological Seminary, Mr.
Haugh, who is also an ordained minister, was soloist for six yean at First
Presbyterian in New York. He has
sung many timet with the Handel
and Haydn Society of Boston, the

(Continued oa Page 2)
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Ernst Snoozes As Chapel Crowd Gapes

"He lives happy and master of himself, who can say, as each day
pisses on, 7 HAVE UVED', no matter whether tomorrow the great
Father shall give us a clouded sy or a clear sy"

m

After The. Wind

I

Horace.

Tt.

A.,

'

ALLEN B. VALENTINB

JEAN SCOTT
JOYCE JARMAN :
KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER

X
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Editor
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Managing Editor
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RobaR Tiylar. Uuy Jcaa KUckiy. Beryl Strwtrt. Ttd Fentoo.
SENIOR ASSOCIATES!
Hcka AfricoU. Ju Pilaar, Rom Ked, Barbara Not. Rita McCoIl. lathy Wonder. Pat
tioBdcnom, Rat Palombo.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES:
Pat Win ten. auditor: Hub Peart, advertising manager; Pro Kier,
MiinnT advtrdsuic saoagcr; Mary EUca . Baker, osculation manager; Joan Summers.
Jack Lyon, Tom Dickaoo. Jini Jeandreoin.
Doug Millet1. BiH Campben. Mary Jean Bennett. Mary Early. Sylvia
STAFF ASSOCIATES:
WOiaaa, Dorothy Rodgera. Chuck Williams. Jack Drift. Corky Marker. Mary Strrrett.
Betty Joaca. Bill Morton, Milton Snyder. Pat Ewing. Sue Quay, Ralph Underwood, Tudy
Roberta, Peg Aadcraon. Barb Boyle, Bob Hardy, Marjoric Hulett. Harriet Hall, Bob Emblcy,

STAFF ARTISTS:

A
w

Jomum Wfaxflc, Bill Lankton.

Cm Problem
about as close to nothing as a thing can get and still he called some'
thing.
To begin with, you must understand our problem. A weely
newspaper, such as we are dealing with, is a newspaper in the broad'
est sense of the word only especially with the intricate system of
"grapevines" that we have around here. "Further, on a college campus
there is actually no common community of ideas to completely sooth
the intellectual tone,, our coverage would have to include every thing
from the adventures of Donald Duc to the profoundness of Einstein.
Whether you are aware of the fact or not, you are an extremely

Courtesy Ted Beebe

diverse group of individuals.

print, is the dragnet result of sweeping these waters for
and, quite truthfully, some Thursday nights reveals a

we

one wee
pretty meager haul. We seldom become ecstatic over the final results
ourselves.
Constructive criticism is always welcome and, if you so desire,
we would he only too happy to have you come down to the VOICE
office and put your nose on the grindstone alongside our own.
We are not static, we are not through trying to improve this
publication and we have never lost sight of our goal, that this paper
is

FOR THE STUDEXT.
We are not looking for a slap on the bac or a presidential
we'll swap six quarts of that for one pint of reader'interest.

For Frosh Formal

By BBTSY JONES and M. J. BENNETT
WHAT DID YOU THINK OF WEEK OF PRAYER?
m

The fascinating charm and glam- think that the Week of Prayer, if approached in a constructive our of grandmother's times will
attitude is an enriching experience. I thought that it was very worth' set the mood lor the rreshman
while. The speaker was a man of depth and wideness in his experi- - spring formal. With the "Lamp'
rnmp uunw. ighter Serenade as the - theme,
ence. freshman men and women and
.

their

Doles Memorial

V

Committees Chosen

r.

i--ee

Of course, Week of Prayer meant different things to very in- dividual, I personally thought Dr. Clarke was very interesting and
vital in his chapel speeches. I'd still like to get a good look at him.
Guy Sitler,
My chapel seat is directly behind a pole.

It certainly created a new atmosphere

Cotton.

Dic

at times.

Lykos, a January graduate

of this year.

5,000 has already been

given by members of the "W"

Dear Editor,

I

would like to congratulate

Larry

Harold Hough

lite MaSteU
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-

h
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Coed-Recreatio- n

8:00
8:30

Miller-Bowma-
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Slutifl and Avvowi
If the old adage holds true, March should be going out like a
lamb in about three weeks. Of course, the Monsoon season sets in
after that but, at least, we won't freeze to death while we're swim
ming. And spring means baseball. With our basketball team cleaning
the state up like they did, everyone is in a victorious mood. Let's
hope the baseball fellows get the same results.
Chaps: Nobody has talked much about anything but our win
ning team for many good reasons. But, since Flip is doubtless
covering everything admirably on his page, we 11 let it go. It s enough
to say that there was more enthusiasm Tuesday morning than this
college has seen since Sherwood Eddy spoke . . . Ah, the good old
days. . . . And Wednesday morning chapel was quite something,
too. In addition to the overwhelming vote for a Republican mock
convention the Communists received nine votes, the Socialists two
okays and our boy Hank came through with two backers. Perhaps
a private convention could be held for these
HanJf Sanh : This is a different Hank we're talking" about now
By, this time there are probably
. . . Henry V to be redundant.
who
few
people on campus
haven't seen what Mr. Moore called
very
the greatest thing the motion pictures have ever produced
Speaking of Mr. Moore when someone asked him right after the show,
what he thought of it, it is rumored that he was speechless. . . . Mr.
Mott of the Wooster movie has offered to bring "Great Expectations"
here if some campus, organization will back it. Pembroke is going
to try the venture, so if you want to see the good movies continue
to come buy a ticket. For all of us, who read it in our freshman
year, it'll be fun. And if you haven't read it, you'll be even more
thrilled by the plot. Free plug.
Quotes: - At a recent meeting of SLID and IRC, Mr. Drushal
gave a talk on parliamentary procedure. In the midst of it, to illustrate
a point, he told bf one of his neophite debators who wished to stress
a point. The fellow reputedly said, "The present existing status quo
which we have now, today. , . ." He forgot in the year of our Lord
eight!
To quote Mr. Shreffler once
nineteen hundred-and-fortmore, don't forget about those petitions which come out next Thursday.
Also at the joint SLID-IRmeeting Al Spritzer had a field day. Mr.
D. wanted to drill the group on some or the methods so well known
to General Robert. So, he asked for any motion from the floor.
Spritzer moved that Dick Poethig sponsor a coke party at the Union
at the termination of the meeting. Mr. Poethig tried everything from
tabling the resolution to referring it to a committee. Finally after all
the points in Mr. D's lecture had been ably illustrated, Walt Grosjean
came to Dick's rescue and moved that the words "at the expense of
Mr. Spritzer" be inserted at the end of the resolution. Despite Ted
Fenton's argument that such a suggestion was Communistic, the resolution-passed
unanimously with Mr. Spritzer abstaining from voting!
Don't Forget: Keep on the. look out for Harry Lanning. He's
the gentleman whose portrait is posted "on the bulletin board of center:
smackers for
Kauke. His poor, eager wife is offering
his return. And his only distinguishing feature is that he likes
shredded wheat! . . , The modern dance recital this week-enshould
be fine. Mr. Moore wrote some background literature that sounds
excellent. It is given by a group of choral readers and the music
of Mr. Gore will also be present. You can't miss on something like
that. . . .... Also Norman Thomas is debating Universal Military
Training at the high school tonight. That, too, should be well worththere are only twelve
.
while. Have a happy, busy week-en.
.
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From 8:00 to U:30, Hugh Mac
Millan will lead the energetic frosh
in a breathless whirl of mixers, games,

and folk dances. School clothes are
in order for the strictly stag affair,
The 25 cents per person will cover the
much-neede-

Kauke All freshmen
Room
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ring next Friday night when Fresh
man forum .swings into its Old- -

tjalpin cost of
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Chapel
Kauke
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Five Woosterians are participating
Legislative Conferin the three-daence on Public Affairs which began
yesterday at Ohio State University,
Columbus.

.... Kauke

I

".

long-standin- g

A

Siudents Participate
In OSU Conference

Chapel

-

i

--

rV-

1

Selected to represent the College
Gym
Babcock of Wooster were Paul Howland.
Babcock Bruce Love, Stanley MacComas, Rita
Douglasj McColl, and Margaret Sullivan.
J.
Oarber Drushal of Wooster s depart
Galpin ment of speech moderated the panel
Babcock discussion broadcast over WOSU and
Chapel WCOL Thursday
evening.
Kauke

:

.

;

, ....
.
:h
The University of. Michigan at
vy:-:"
Ann Arbor was the" scene of Mr.
TUESDAY, MARCH 9
Olthouse's collegiate activities. Both
....
4:00 Girl's Chorus
,
..
.....
4:30 Band
..... ..
......
his A.B. and MA. were earned
6:30 Pembroke Dinner ...
there. He has also studied in France,
7:00 Choir
leave at the
, spending his sabbatical
7:30 S. L. I. D
University of Paris, and the summer
8:00 A. A. U. W
.
.
of that year in Grenoble. The last
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
time he was abroad was in 1936, be
flP
It
kuu tS oiiege circle lea
for the ravages of the Nazis.
:
4:15 Men's Glee Club
M.
7:00
C.
A.
Y.
..
who
amble
the
way
over
Students
" 7:15 Full Orchestra
.
.
Saturday
after
of the gymnasium on
7:30 I. R. O. .
by
the
startled
rather
noon may be
8:00 Merchant of Venice
.
vigorous game of volleyball played
THURSDAY, MARCH 11
by Mr. Olthouse in the weekly fac'.
4:30 Band
......
ulty contest. He has been a master
7:00 Girl's Chorus
.
7:00 Men's Glee Club .
of the eport lince the gym was built I ieur wa awarded a loving cup in
,
service on
8:00 Merchant of Venice
record' no other Woos-- ' honor of hU
in 1912
8:00 Vet's Wives
.
ter man can boast! By common con " faculty squad. Though only tin,
M. S. G. A
.
(Continued on page 4)
tent, he has become the official score-Wt a. U. A
.

A

en

Trumps

.

Monsieur Olthouse is a native of
4:00 Chamber Music
keeper of the games. In 1939, at the
7:00 Westminster Fellowship
Grand Rapids, Michigan, here he was
annual banquet which draws to e
born of Dutch immigrant parents. close
the' volleyball season, the Mon MONDAY, MARCH 8
He has always felt the advantages of
4:15 Men's Glee Club
being born an American citizen with
4:30 String Orchestra .......
7:00 Kappa Mu Epsilon
st heritage of European culture. The
'
7:00 Classical Club
peaking of a foreign language in his
....
7:00 Student Recital
home had much to do with the choice
7:30 Delta Phi Alpha
7:30

l.'t

sr

SATURDAY,' MARCH 6
Engineering Test
2:30 Bowling Party
8:00 Dance Recital
8:00 Second Section Formal
8:00 Arrow Theatre Party
8:00 Senate Dance

Proud of his position as senior active faculty at Wooster is Mr.
Olthouse, who has been teaching here since 1911. At present head of
the French department, his career began as teacher of both French
and German. The Spanish department has also felt his influence, for
it was laregely due to Mr. Olthouse's efforts that Espanole instruction SUNDAY, MARCH 7
.
9:15 Freshman Forum
became a part of the Wooster curriculum.
3:00 Pi Sigma Alpha Initiation

of his profession.

co-chairm-

One of the highlights of the for
ensic year, the conference is conduc
ted on the basis of the U. S. Con
gress. Thirty-threcolleges from the
University of Washington to West
Point are discussing as the main
Douglass question "What can we do about re
Babcock
lations with Russia?" Senator Wayne
.
.
m
v
t
Morse, uregon, will be tomorrow s
Galpin featured speaker.

self-address-

Monsieur Reviews Long Service;
Holds "Tin" Cup For Volleyball

new semester. Committees were set up
at the first meeting and have been
working individually
and cooperatively since then. Lois Kline, head of
the theme committee, and Marge
MacArdle and Mary Lou Petty,
in charge of buying and
planning decorations, are coordin
ating the efforts of their groups with
Chuck Johnson's, who will do the actual decorating. Web Lewis and Tom
McGruder are responsible for. the
lighting. Bob Smith's publicity com
mittee have planned some unique
advertising
stunts destined to be
loosed next week.

In planning the second large fresh'
I think the Week of Prayer was a great success and Dr. Clarke
was one of the best speakers I have ever heard. The committee did man function, the committees at
a wonderful job of organizing, which is half the battle of any success-fu- l tempted to select a theme and orches
..
June Reynolds. tra that would add that touch of
program.
glamour that has always distinguished
college
from the ordinary high
If more people had entered into the Week of Prayer with an t t affairs
. .
a
f
n
or his great
scnooi
Because
dance.
open mind they would have discovered that Dr. Clarke had a great
We should have success at the Christmas formal, Sper
deal to offer in practical and religious thought.
Don Shait'uer. os . Karas IhasI been invited to drum
more such speakers.
.1
.1 rus
rnytnm witn
out tne
band tor
another time. The ' orice of tickets
Dorm discussions were very good after barriers were broken is 2.00 per couple.
down. Also I especially enjoyed Dr. Clarke's informal discussion.
Margaret Hale.

Piper on hit endeavor to "clean up"
.
.
.
Vanity and intramural sports on the MORE ON
campus of Wooster. The fans reaction to the Otterbien game plus the
Second-Fift"football classic" bring
(Continued from Page 1)
the sparks that set Larry's mind afire.
New York Oratorio Society, at Bach
There isn't any need to go into
great detail of what Sportsmanship Festivals in Winter Park, Berea, and
is, because we all should know al- Pittsburgh. Other engagements have
though at times we don't show it.
taken him to Salt Lake City, ToronLarry's mistake is that by specify- to, and Chicago. Mr.Haugh is justly
ing three teams out of sixteen, he proud of the fact that wherever he
As a freshman, I can say that the Week of Prayer was an en
fails to blame the rest of the teams
I liked the main speaker very much and the
has sung he has been asked to return. tirely new experience.
of any dirty work. Perhaps Flip's
dormitory discussions were enlightening.
Jane Donecer.
.
definition of being unsportsmanlike is In 1943 and '46 he gave recitals in
being caught at it. No, Larry, outside New York's Town Hall.
of a specific incident, there wasn't
Tickets for this performance of the
any need to get hepped. up over the St. Matthew Passion are now availSecond-Fiftgame because the fouls able at the office of the Department
committed were not out of the ordi- of Music at the College, Phone 113.
nary. But seeing that someone has to Mail orders should be accompanied
be the goat, let's take the criticism in by payment and by a
FRIDAY, MARCH 5
good faith and in the future let's all stamped envelope. Half the tickets
Chapel
4:00 Choir
play ball.
have already been taken; none will be
Babcock
7:00 Imps Theatre Party ..
Gym
Night
Val Fredericks
7:30
sold at the door.
h

dreamily

With the exception of Hell Week,
From what I heard, it was better than last year, but I believe during
which the fellows were slightly
Rev. Bates is capable of doing as well as most outside speakers we've incapacitated, plans have
been in
had. Many of the students with whom 1 have talked telt the same progress
week
the
second
since
of the
Tt
onnson.
way.
,

After hell'week was over it was rather hard to think of much
class of '27 is chairman of the exec- else except sleep, but I do think that the small informal groups that
gathered at night were of definite help. In many cases these informal
utive committee for the drive and
groups were continued at the request of the students and will no doubt
serving as campus representative is
bhreve babcocl.
help accomplish the purpose of Prayer Week.
Tommy

glide

will

1

A

(Continued from Page 1)
received a letter. Robert Jameson,

Leilers to the Editor

.

In addition to the novel setting,
girls have announced that
freshman
avowed
For me, the Week of Prayer has never accomplished its
. TH ' .t
P
f
'11
.1.1
will be accepted for the af
flowers
no
purpose, it it does tor others its wen wortn tne time, dui 10 just
fair.
Pat Henderson.
as soon name my own week.

cita-tio- n

.

dates

Many students will agree that the quality of the speaker's voice through the "park"
to the music of
was rather harsh, but one soon adjusts his ear to this. The message Speros Karas and his orchestra. The
delivered and the program followed during the Week of Prayer were
gym will put on its new face March
orthright and well worth the effort expended. Robert G. Ericsson, Jr. 19 from 9:30 to 12:30.

.

A.E.V.

MORE ON
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It has lately been called to my attention that perhaps this news'
paper isn't all it should he. In some peoples' opinions, in fact, this "rag"
is

By JACK BOBBITT
"THE TIME HAS COME," THE WALRUS SAID,
TO TALK OF MANY THINGS:
V
OF SHOES AND SHIPS AND SEALING-WAOF CABBAGES AND KINGS
AND WHY THE SEA IS BOILING HOT
AND WHETHER PIGS HAVE WINGS."
Now . . . there's an interesting little verse for you. By the man
Carroll. And the wonderful part is that it's so true; so applicable.
Take politics. You'll agree that it's an absorbing subject; although.
disputable. To say the least. But that's why the peons love it so;
thats why they 11 come out with a party panegyric at the slightest
provocation.
Conflict. Opinions.
Man the pumps! And slide
- the blocks to this character as he steps down.
Therefore, it is with no little humor that the occasional eructa
tions of Miss Jarman's political indigestion are heard, blurbling up
trom the column below. Certainly its no small feat to work off your
intellectual ulcers and still preserve the dignity of the party. Although
serious doubts should be entertained as to whether such prattlings arc
read in Gorki . . .
And speaking of the coup d'etat and one thing and another what's
this about Czechoslovakia? And Finland? A repetition, maybe . . .
of something we've seen before. Or perhaps such maneuverings are
merely the fond administering of the paternal hand. With paternal
brass knuckles to insure the necessary discipline. For it s not onlyvodka the Comrades are trying to sell; it's the rough and tough
alcohol of an unrefined idealism. And the political stills have long
been running. So . . . what about the neighborliness and the understanding we're always yabbling about? What about the trusting souls
who proclaim that all we, as leaders, have to do, is disarm, roll back
in our deck chairs, and watch the rest of the world follow suit. Fine.
And just about the time we open our mouths to whisper political
pretties into the Soviet shell-pinear, a few million characters start
kicking our bicuspids in all directions; but mostly down our throats.
It's bad enough to be playing around with
Let's not go
whole-hoand throw even the corks away . . . a
But all this is so depressing.
Discouraging, really. Tends to.
give you a nice, even disposition: miserable all the time. But who
can be completely miserable when spring is practically breathing down
our necks. Panting, you might sav. At least that's the rumor. And
there must be something to it. Because the other day a geology major
comes roaring up, very pleased and very glowing and clutching a
copy of the trade paper, Petroleum World. But was he interested in
the content as it pertained to his major? No. He was not. And why?
Because of the influence of spring which, as he proudly displayed,
was written as follows:
GIRLS WHO RIDE HORSES HAVE LEGS LIKE THIS: ( )
GIRLS WHO FREQUENT BARS HAVE LEGS LIKE THIS: ) (
GIRLS WHO TAKE
OIL HAVE LEGS LIKE THIS: ! !

d

refreshments

are urged to join the

Kauke hearty fun which marks the Forum's
.
Babcock first
social event of the new semester.
Scott
Along with plans for the mixer, the
cabinet has been busy lining up proKauke
Chapel grams for the regular 9:15 Sunday
.
Kauk morning gatherings in Lower Galpin.
Scott This Sunday Dr. William Keiffer of
l:.........
'
Babcock
chemistry department will present
Separate Chapel the
topic "Science and Religion."
the
Separate Chape

VARSITY

Magazine

"When Ihty ptnattte In this game, they really penalise."
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Shaw, VJagner, Pace Confciczao
Champs by Rapturing Coicb Uilli
56 Points In Scots' Final Gana

By LARKY "Flip" PIPES

Frosh "Ewe"Niie To
Wooster "dood it" champj in
both the Ohio Conference and in the
state. Can one ask for more? Finish
ing Conference competition with a
record of 14 wins and two losses and
total competition with 18 wins against
only two setbacks, Coach Mose Hole's
'47-'4- 8
bucket brigade is one of the
best teams ever to represent the College of Wooster in basketball.
Only three teams have compiled a
than
winning
better
percentage
Wooster's current state champions
the 1922 team with a
the '39
record of 14-squad which won 19 of
and the '41 '42
21,
quintet which, in ranking 13 th in the nation,
won 19 while dropping

Defeat Moose, M'Burg
Harry Weckesser and Price Daw
paced the Wooster Frosh to a 70-3victory over Millersburg High School
riday evening in the college gym.
Weckesser's point total was 19, and
Daw's was 18. Bill Morris also con

1,

--

two.

:

Scott Score 1239 Points
In scoring a total of 1239 points,
an average of 62 points a game, the
Scots compiled the second highest
total of points in the history of the
school only last season's 1366 topping the present number. Against
Wooster
Conference
competition
scored an aggregate of 995 points,
an average of 62.2 points per game.
Only Muskingum and Capital had
higher totals.
Defensively, the Black and Gold
allowed 993 points in 20 games, a
49.6 average for the opposition. Con'
ference foes scored 809 points and a
slightly higher 50.5 average.

9

'
tributed nine points.
The first two quarters were closely
contested. The baby varsity held a
edge at the end of the first
scant
quarter and led
at the half.
Wooster's Frosh rallied in the sec
ond half to defeat the Wooster
9--

8

22-2- 1

Tuesday evening on
Moose,
the college court. Both quintets were
stalemate at
in the grips of a 20-2the end of regulation half-tim- e
play.
Led by Price Daw's 12 points in
the second half, the Scots "ewe"-nite- d
to outscore the Moose, 33 points to
21.
Harry Weckesser, Price Daw; and
Bill Morris were the big guns for the
Frosh with 13, 12, and ,11 points
respectively, while John McDowell
ed the Moose attack with 11 points.
Moose
Fid. Fl. Tl.
2
Locker, f .
0
2
Eden, f.
1
5
3
McDowell, c
3
Hoge, g
0
Cosgrove, g
0
0
1
3
Donaldson, f
2
2
Kennedy, g
1
Baird, c
0
Totals
9
Frosh
Fid. Fl. Tl
1
3
Malinowski, f
7
i
Weckesser, f
6
2
ohnson, c
.,
93-4-

1,

0

.,16

Coach Mose Hole's courtiers, more
over, tied the 14 game winning streak
established by the 1939 and 1940
quintets. The '48 mark is the longest
1
Talkington, g.
victory skein compiled by a single
6
Daw, g.
Scot casaba combine. The other win
5
Morris, f .
ning streak included the final 12
Totals
23
games of the '39 season and the first
Referees: Weygandt and Dorri
two games of the '40 schedule.
cott.
"Fingers" Wagner The "Paws"
that Refreshes
Not enough can be said to the
credit of Wooster's great fighting Coni.
captain, Ralph "Fingers" Wagner
Although Wooster's swimming sea
"Fingers" was the living embodiment
is now finished, there still re
son
ad "The 'Paws'
of the Coca-Col- a
mains the eleventh annual- - Ohio Con
that Refreshes." With his "Fingers
ference meet to be held at Oberlin
moving like small restless sausages,'
Saturday.
Ralph scored 339 points for the sea
Coach Carl Munson has centered
son. His 17 point average is fourth
four swimmers: Bill Hewitt in the
in the Ohio Conference, and his 339
breast stroke, Chuck Southwick in
points are currently fourth in th
the back stroke, Lyman Hartley in
Wagner's
total points department.
the free style events, and Dean Waltotal for two years of collegiate bas
ton in diving. Hewitt, Hartley, and
ketball competition is an amazing
Southwick are also to compete in the
687.
300 yard medley relay.
The other half of the dynamic
Ohio Wesleyan became the eighth
duo was. of course, Earl "Swish"
swimming squad to submerge the Scot
Shaw. Earl set a new sophomore scor
swimmers this year. In defeating
ins record of 381 points, only 13
Wooster
at Delaware Friday
e
rec
short of Nick Frascella's
the Bishops encountered
afternoon,
ord of 394 points. Counting Shaw's
little trouble. Wesleyan won the open
1947 production of 350 points, he has
ing medley relay and led throughout
already scored 731 points with two
the meet.
years yet to be played for Coach
Lyman Hartley and Bill Hewitt
Hole's Scots. .
scored 11 and 9 points for the Scots,
Earl finished second among the
Against Case at Cleveland Wednes
Conference scorins leaders in both day afternoon the Scots lost a 48-2total and average points per game swimming meet. The only bright spot
His 381 points were second only to for Wooster was Lyman Hartley's
the elongated Eppa Rixey's better performance. He
his way
than 500, and Shaw's 19.01 average to wins in the 50, 100, and 400 yard
is less than Rixey's 24.1 and slightly
events. Hartley's time of 5 min., 47.5
better than 19 point average of Wit seconds in the latter event was his
tenberg's Gene Fellmeth.
best of the year.
Shaw, Wagner score 720 of Wooster's
Wagner in five, MiIigan in two, and
1239 points
Together, Shaw and Wagner ac Pierce in one.
counted for 720 of Wooster's 1239
' According
to comparative scores.
points. The Scots' other 519 points
has
better team than Ken
Wooster
a
Milligan
are1- - divided - among - Pat
how come: Woos
and
here's
tucky,
(174), Jim Weygandt (133), Miney
which
Muskingum
mutilated
ter
Busack (63), Dick Gaver (46)
five
which
the
whacked
and
W
J
Frank Pierce (42), and Gerry White,
Virginia
which
West
smacked
McDowell
Preble,
Doug
Jack
which
"blu
trounced
Temple
Johnny Edwards, Pete Miracle, Jim
Schneider, Joe Lane, and Carl Mort grassed" Kentucky.7 Now isn't that
simple; sure, like two and two ma'
land.
'
It is interesting to observe the dif king five.

.

Four Scots Entered In
Swimming Finals

.

43-2-

4

all-tim-

6

free-style-

.

.

ference between Shaw and .Wagner's
scoring on home and foreign courts,
"Swish" was rriore effective in- Sever
ante gym, scoring 194 points as
against the 187 on alien hard wood.
On the other hand, "Fingers" Wag'
ner performed better away from Sev'
erance. scoring 182 before hostile
fans in comparison to the 157 regis
tered before the home crowd.
Both Wagner and Shaw were better scoring threats "during the first
half. Earl scored 219 of his 381
points in the first two "heats"; Wag
ner ruptured the cords with 177 in
the same two "initial quarters. Shaw
and Wagner both scored 162 points
in second half play.

The Scots scored

70 or more points

five times this season. The high water
mark was the 81 points looped in
against Ashland. Earl Shaw was th
high scorer in 12 of the 20 frays,
1

Monday last against Kenyon the'
Scots succeeded in getting a death
grip on the top ' rung of the Ohio
Conference.
Scot students embarked en mass to
Mount Vernon that evening to watch
the Black and Gold clinch all available honors. The high school gym
was packed beyond burping capacity
as Coach Mose Hole's 1948 band of
debucket brigadiers inflicted a 70-5- 2
feat on Kenyon's Eppa Rixey and
Company.
The win wae Wooster's fourteenth
jT
consecutive triumph, and, what is
still more important, it enabled the
Hilltop pers to snatch the Conference
Crown from the ' palsied hands of
Ohio Wesleyan's Bishops, who falbefore Mount Union
tered 38-3- 3
Saturday.
Kenyon
Wooster
Although originally billed as an
"The devil take the hindOjottsty of Tie Wooster Dfl Haooti most" ball game, the Wooster-Ken-yo- n
Bob Jameson, Captain Ralph Wagner, and Coach Mose Hole are pictured above following
d
clash proved more
than
the chapel program which was aired over WWST Tuesday morning. Mr. Jameson served as
anticipated. The Scots were not to
master of ceremonies in the appreciation program recognizing the feat of Wooster's basketball
be denied in their final hard court
team in winning both the state title and the Ohio Conference crown.
outing of the season and gradually
2
built up a first quarter lead of
final verdict.
to the convincing 70-5- 2
'

Hi

Out-Class-

even-steve-

This is really a "doozy". The Na
tional Basketball 'fcommittee's . hand'
book reveals that, only 20 player in
the U. S. were, able fo compile an
average of 19 points or better in
1947. Furthermore, of the 730 col
legiate teams which the NBC recognizes, there are at the very least 3650
players competing for scoring honors.
Assuming that the number of play'
ers earning a 19 point average varies
little from last season's, Wooster's
Earl Shaw with, his 19.01 average
will rank in the first 25 or 30 of the
country's 3650 basketball-minde- d
gen
try. Slightly terrific!!!
:

n,

one-side-

23-1-

Ralph "Fingers" (The "Paws" That Refreshes)
Wagner Pilots Close's Crew In Senior Year
As Scots. Top State and Ohio Conference
By. CHUCK WILLIAMS
taste of big league basketball. While
Last Monday night Captain "lounging" around on New Guinea
Ralph "Fingers" Wagner con' and Guadalcanal with the 4th Field
eluded one of the most brilliant Artillery,
joined
the
"Fingers"
cage careers in the history bf Fourth's "Cannonballs" basketball
Wooster basketball. He climaxed squad. The name proved appropriate
his two years on the Scot varsity inasmuch as the quintet cannonballed
with a 27 point splurge against the
itself right into the base finals.
Kenyon Lords to help clinch the Ohio
When his three year stay had evapConference title for Wooster; this
Wooster as
Wagner
orated
was Ralph's highest total of the seawas then
second
junior.
It
semester'
a
son, and he couldn't have hit the
consideration
he
serious
to
that
gave
jackpot on a more important octrying out for the varsityj Packing
casion.
solid 195 pounds on his 6 ft., 3 in.
When one realizes that "Fingers" a
Wagner certainly was not too
frame,
never played even a "smidgeon" of
light, a fact to which all of
little
or
high school or college ball before
basketball
foes will attest.
Ralph's
centering
the Wooster varsity in
first year as a Black and
Wagner's
1947, one can appreciate the
downright sensamagnitude of his achievement Gold courtier was
the bucket
Playing
under
tional.
of scoring 687 points during his last
of
majority
the
amassed
"Fingers"
two seasons a a stellar basketball
a
his 348 points on rebound
star on the Hill.
scrappiness,
power,
Ralph's
tribute
to
Coming to Wooster from Am- skill. The 348 point total was
bridge,' Pa., "Fingers" entered school and
highest in the history of
the
third
in the fall of '41. Although he was
basketball.
Wooster
too small (believe it or not) in high
school to play varsity ball, Wagner Wagner Captains Wooster's State
and Ohio Conf. Champs
played a little independent basket
'
In his second and final year on the
ball. At Wooster, Ralph played some
section basketball but never tried for squad "Fingers" could be relied upon
to fill any position on Mose's team.
the varsity.
he handled each position to perThat
Cannonball
of
Member
is
Wagner
fection is attested by his captaining
Squad
In 1943 Wagner was snatched by Wooster to state and Conference
Uncle Sani and sent to the South championships in addition to scorPacific. It was here that he got his ing 339 points. Ralph began at cen
-

re-enter- ed

breath-takin-

g

tip-in- s,

was switched to forward when

ter but

Coach Hole thought that the 'Tree"
Milligan was ready to take over the
center chores. Another change came
when Jim Weygandt was moved to
forward and "Fingers" brought back
to team with Miney Busack at guard,
Ralph leads Double Life
Wagner has seemed unduly
nervous and excited during the past
month, 'tis because he is leading a
double life (I'm not talking about
the kind that Piper leads). Ralph
is engaged to Miss Geraldine Ruth
Shaw who is now teaching in Indian'
apolis, Indiana. As a result half of
"Fingers" remains at Wooster while
the other half soars blithely Hoosier

If

way.

The
and
margin was
the
of
end
third
the
the
quarter
at
half-tim- e

Scots led,

36-2- 5,

50-3-

8.

Shaw and Wagner Total 56 Points
Earl Shaw and Ralph Wagner were
virtually the whole offensive show as
far as Wooster was concerned. Their
total of 56 points was 4 more than the
entire Kenyon team. Both were hotter
than front row seats at the Roxy.
Shaw's 29 points were his second
highest total of the season, exceeded
only by the 31 points accumulated
in the Allegheny game. Earl thus
finished with 381 points and a 19
point average. Shaw accomplished
what few other Kenyon opponents
have been able to do this year, and
that is outscore the towering Rixey

attempting to stop the scor
ing pyrotechnics of Earl Shaw to
no avafl. Only one thing would have
halted Shaw that evening, and that
a sledge hammer applied rather forcibly on his cranium.
Bell and Rixey kept the Lords in
the running during this initial quarter by meshing seven and five points
respectively. Rixey and Bell totaled
19 and 15 points respectively for the
entire game.
The Scots slowed in the second
quarter but still kept die 11 point
advantage over Kenyon to hold a
e
lead of
Chief fea
ture of this stanza was Wagner's six
points. Shaw netted four points, and
Pat Milligan and Jim Weygandt
chipped in with two and one point
ga-g- a"

half-tim-

36-2- 9.

respectively.

Neither quintet gave an inch in
the third quarter which finished with
Wooster holding the heavy end of
score. Shaw grabbed himself
a
eight more points and "Fingers" five.
Scots pull away in Final Frame
The Hilltoppers pulled away in
impressive fashion during the final
canto. Jim Weygandt wrote "finis"
to his collegiate basketball career by
twitching the twines with six points.
Registering the last four Wooster
(Continued on Page 4)
50-3- 8
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An Original

'

W

Miss Shaw is none other than
"Swish" Shaw's sister. Thus if heredity has any say in the matter, gravitating to Wooster in some 20 years
will be some mighty fine athletes,
whether "Lady-Fingeror those
masculinely inclined.
Alertness, initiative, team play,
hustle, and sportsmanship are all
synonymous with the name, Wagner.
An inspiring leader and a credit to
his teammates, coach, and the student body which he has represented
on the basketball court, "Fingers"
was truly the right hand of Wooster's
in the highly
basketball "arm-or- "
successful season just completed.
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Sphinx, Trumps, Fifth, Seventh Clash In Kenarden
Bombers In Tie League Playoff Game Next Week

.

--

.-

s

W

Imps
Peanuts
Hoover
Spuds

3

2
1

0

League

lock horns in an intramural playoff
game which will decide the champion
ship of the Kenarden League. Both
teams finished regular league competition with identical records of 11
wins and only one loss.
,
During the season's play Seventh
and Fifth took turns in tarnishing
each other's schedule. Seventh won
score, and
the first fettle by a
victor
the
returned
in the
Fifth was
24-2game
more recent
h
game last Sat
The
urday was a thriller from start to
finish. Seventh enjoyed a 12-- 9 lead
but Fifth kept whittling
at half-timaway at the three point difference until a fielder by Jack Milligan .tied the
late in the contest. Anscore at 22-aother fielder by Fifth won the game.
Herbie Benson and Schneider were
26-2- 2

2

e,

ll

2
victory over SecSeventh's
enabled
the TrL Kaps
Tuesday
ond
finals.
intramural
the
into
to ease
half-tim- e
3
in
was
score
The
Seventh's favor. Ed Ziemke with 12
points, and George Stocker and Jim
Kennedy with eight points each
were Seventh's big guns. Chuck
Stocker and Harry Scheifele had 14
and 8 points 'for Second.

r
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W

illif-
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41-3-

21-1-

Trumps
Pyramids

gdi '

3
3

..

3
1

,

')..:.

0

$1495

Final standings of the Kenarden
League are

.

'

.,,..,'

Competition in the Trolley League
is not yet finished. The windup is
Saturday. Douglass leads with eight
wins against three' losses. Tied for
second place are Eighth and Ninth
'with eight wins and four losses each.

"New Look"

BLOUSES

1

I mil

nm

v

.

rayon with corded trim,

1

A MARIE PHILLIPS
12c-Hambu-

"Pledged-to-Value- "

rgors

They rate second

W

original . . .

Kaser & Vaughan

PHONG

540-- R

M
p

w

Sizes 9 to 1 5,"

looks from everybody!

Sales' & Service

1

two-pie- ce

gray or tan woven striped

UAiiBunGEn

1

PRECISE (with a flaring
back peplum!) . . .

W

-

Miller Bombers
Sphinx

$3.00 io $5.95

W

14

'

-!

high for both teams with seven points,
and Arnet Jayberg scored six.

II

ROYAL TYPEWRITER

1035--

...

Fifth-Sevent-

Jeweler
Wooster, O.

IS-

t

y

With the score
championship.
never more than a tew points
apart, the Sphinx managed to edge
out the plucky Miller Bombers 18 to
17. The Trumps defeated the Pyramids 15 to 9 in the second game of
the evening.
At the date this is being written,
the Miller Bombers, Sphinx and
Trumps are all tied with two wins
and one loss apiece. The playoffs between these three will be tense, exciting games and whoever survives
make tough opponents for
will
League I's Imp champknsv --. .
League I

CITY BOOK STORE

221 E. Liberty St.

l

Two hotly fought basketball
Probably Tuesday evening the vi the scoring leaders for Fifth with six
games Wednesday night resulted
three-waII
League
quintets of Fifth and Seventh points each, while Stu Cooper was
for
tie
rile
in a

Goorgo Lahm
Phone

es

by 10 points on his own floor.
Wagner looked like the Wagner
of old in posting a 27 point total,
his highest of the season. Playing his
last game as a senior, Ralph really
finished in a blaze of glory. His season's total of 339 points gave him an
excellent 17 point average.
Shaw and Wagner were die dy
namic duo who; enabled Wooster to
spread-eagl- e
Kenyon at the end of
first
score
the
quarter by a 23-1- 2
The tads from Gam bier never realized what hit them as Shaw swished
12 points and Wagner eight in this
torrid first quarter. The Lords went

d

.

.
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THE T700STER VOICE

Gym Is Scene of
llcdcrn Dancers
Recital Saturday

MOKE

lb rioichont

Hears Owning
Frdnclion Problems Multiply

ON

.

.

OltllOUSO
(Continued from page 2)
the trophy is a prised possession!
His athletic prowess is not confined to the volleyball cage, for Mr.
Olthouse is also an expert on the
croquet court in Galpin Park. Many
a summer day finds him engaged in
Wishart
a match there with
and other fiends. Since Mr. Hiatt's
departure, the Galpin championship
has been a draw among all contenders for the disputed crown.
With 37 years of professorship to

With flashes of color and drama
from old Mexico the Modern Dance
Group will present a atudjr of Alice
Hobart novel. The Peacock Sheds
Hit Tail,' in Severance Gymnasium,
Saturday at 8:00 p. m.

ex-prex-

Woven through' brilliant dance
patterns are vivid impressions of the
gaiety, devotion, romance, and class
struggle of old Mexico and Mexico
in transition. These patterns form
the numbers Fiesta, Dedication,
Three Forces, Romance, Economic
Greed, and We Are Mexico

fipsif

Stroh, Foreign Agents.
Assisting Miss Dorothy Lightner,
director, are Mr. Frederick Moore,
Mr.' William Craig, and Miss Jacqueline Zierdt with the narrative and
speaking pans, Mr. Elliot Brenheiser
with the music, Miss Sybil Gould with
costume and potter designs, while
Mr. Robert Grape is technical advi

One administrative duty which Mr.
Olthouse enjoys comes through his
continuous position on the Committee for Credits and Admissions. This
work has brought him into close
contact with all of Wooster's deans
since Elias Compton. The high standards of the college have been determined largely through men like Pro.
fessor Olthouse, who take great pride
in being a part of Wooster's

sor.

A reception for the dancers and
faculty advisers will be held by the
Women's - Athletic - Association, in
Babcock Hall following the recital.

Now at the height of rehearsal,
the speech department's produc-tioof "The Merchant of Venice"

Courtesy of

y

GlaUe-Maraha-

ll

Students Attend
Chicago Meeting

college agenda for March.
The
cast has had its usual publicity,
and will be getting more, but what
isn't so well known is the story behind
the staging of the play.
Dick Hazen, speech major, is de
signing and building the sets as his
project for honors work. Mr. Hazen
is a veteran stage manager and has
done no little set designing on his
own, but the "Merchant", like all
Shakespeare productions, is no easy
matter when it comes to staging. Dick
has evolved his present solutions to
the problem by "considerable dood
ling," he says, and has come up with
a unit set idea which should prove
very effective. The basic design is a
sort of half octagon with a large
central arch and smaller side ones.
Interior scenes will be played using
he central arch as a secondary pro
scenium.
Other scene changes will
be effected by the use of different
drapes, travellers, and possibly a
cyclorama for the trial scene.
There are a number of scenes with

Resolution Drawn Up
In spite of typical Chicago wind
and rain, Amy Leiss, Ed Cheatham,
and Mary Sterrett managed to attend
several CCUN meetings in the Illi"CCUN"
nois town this week-enstands for "College Council of the
United Nations".
d.

One hundred and fifty students
representing more than fiften middle-wecolleges, met to draw up a resolution stating college opinion on the
present crisis. The students came out
in favor of the United Nation's partition of Palestine. As pointed out by
Speaker Carl Eichelberger of the
American Association of the United
Nations, the success of the UN depends on its effective handling of the
Palestine problem.
st

,

A Woo iter alumna, Miss Dorothy
Robins, '00, headed the Chicago conone intermission, which necessitates
ference. Miss Robins serves as an
in the dark, a job
AAUN staff member in New York completely
appreciated only by those
City, and she suggested literary mawith stage crew experience. In additerial and speakers which are availtion to the intrinsic difficulties of
able to college organizations.
building the set, Mr. Hazen reports
Trust", "mandate", and
all sorts of complications about paint
countries" were obscure mixing and
flats borrowed
items soon clarified by small, Polish from the old city Opera House. So
Arnold V. Kuntz, a third convention when you're admiring the colors on
speaker. Emphasizing fair practices stage, remember they didn't happen
toward small territories, Dr. Kuntz by chance.
gave the views of the Trusteeship
A couple of changes have been
Council of the UN.
made in the cast since the original
ine-uMost important of these is
that Albert Allen will play Antonio
and John Compton, Bassanio, in
Chit-Ch- at
stead of the opposite way as pre
g

scene-changin-

"self-governi-

Capital University took top honors
at the Annual Men's Debate Contest
while
field in Columbus last week-en- d
Wooster netted second in a four-wa- y
tie with Oberlin, Ohio University,
and Muskingum.

Arguing the affirmative of the
proposition Resolved, that a federal
world government should be established, Harry Stults, sophomore, and
Walter Grosjean, freshman, won five
out of six events.' Senior Al Spritzer
and Dave Byers, junior, defended the
negative to win four out of six

lenyon

(Continued from Page 3)
points as the result of ball pilfering,
Weygandt allowed the Scots to reach
lie 70 point bracket for the fifth
time this season.
Wooster
Fid. Fl. Tl.
1
Shaw, f
14
29
.
2
Weygandt, f
10
4
3
Milligan, c. .
l
l
1
Busack, g. .
11
Wagner, g.5
27
30
10 70
Totals

.0

-

n

is one of the bigger things on the

Uccsler Debaters Uin
Second In Tournament

review, Mr. Olthouse has seen great
changes in methods of teaching modern language. The old emphasis was
Mr. William C. Craig, head of the
on stiff sets of grammar rules; now
department
of speech of the College
the favored manner ij to concentrate
Wooster,
was chairman of the
f
equally on composition, reading, and
which
was one of the
conversation. Practical language clas tournament
the
largest
in
held
ever
state. Twenty- ses, based on the reformed army
colleges
participated.
two
program which includes special drill
sessions, has been a feature of the
.
.
.
French department for the past four MORE ON
years.

Kay Deen will star as Concha, the
heroine; Jan Jensen and Isabelle
Thompson as Jim and Nacho; Do
lores Fish, Soledad; Jean Harris,
Pablo; Laura Dengler and Jane

.

Friday, March 5, 1948

Jeunenann Plays For
Hashed Ball Friday;
Juniors Jive In Gym

Kenyon

WOOSTER
THEATRE

On Friday, March 12, the Junior
Class will have its Masked Ball in
the Gymnasium from 9 until 12:30.
Music will be provided by Eddie
uenemann and his band.
The
group is coming from Canton, and
this will be its first appearance on
Wooster's campus.
The idea of wearing masks is a
new one in Wooster, and it fits in
with the decorative theme, which is
the gay and colorful Mardi Gras.
Decorations are under the direction
f Evelyn Cheadle and June Bertol- amy.
Ruth Rosborough is in charge of
ticket sales, and she reports that there
are representatives in Holden Hall,
and in every section of Kenarden
from whom tickets may be purchased.
The purchase of tickets is limited
tentatively to Juniors, but any bids
which may be left over will be sold
to the first comers,
As yet, no definite plans have been
announced concerning entertainment,
but even so, the affair promises to be
fit forerunner of the coming sea
son of formal dances.

Bell,

Fid. Fl. Tl.

f

6

Schlemmer, f
Rixey, c.
Mallory, g
Schneeback, g.
Bucey, f
Davis, g

James Cagney and
George Raft in

...

Score by quarters:
Wooster
23
Kenyon
12

AND

Dennis Morgan and
Jane Wyman in

(Continued

7

, ,

from Page 1)

Manager Bob Erickson were
praised for their outstanding performances. Dr. Howard Lowry, Dr.
d
Ver Steeg, and Ned Sherffler
with the usual voluble niceties.
and

con-elude-

While the "mike"

was being,

whip-lashe- d

by all these encyclopedic encomiums, the student body was
"knocking itself out" in its applause,
and the cheerleaders were capering
madly about on the platform. Thus
ended one of the happiest and most
momentous chapels in the history of
the college. .

1

WANTED
SALES MANAGER
for

Summer Honlhs
Territories available for
both salesmen and district
managers wanting profit'
able selling positions for

(Continued from Page

song-compose-

best-Jove-

Chopin
, Chopin
Waltz
Chopin
.
Grand Polonaise, Opus 44
Chopin
Four encores were also presented to a

months. Clean cut selling
to a wide variety of busi'
ness establishments. Tsjo
house to house selling.
For further details send
brief description of quali'
fications or preyious; sel'
ling experience to:

3

19

0

3

0

2

2

0

21

10

4
52

National Highway
Directory Service

36

50

25

38

70
52

Decatur, Indiana

very enthusiastic audience.
Amusing attractions added to the
concert were the performance of a
piano tuner at intermission and Ted
leaps over the
Beebe's graceful
benches in the choir loft to his seat
after the lights had dimmed!

r
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'ALB. SERVES

Bad Men of Missouri

8 for BRIDGE

JUST CALL

SUN., MON. and TUES.

Cary and The
Bishop's Wile
Also Cartoon and News
:

WED. and THURS.

Joan Crawford and
Dana Andrews in

225-- L

Daisy Kenyon

or LUNCHEON

For Sandwiches and
Shakes to Fit Your Taste

Cary Grant, Loretta Young
and David Niven in

Sandwich
Island

i

FROM THE

4
TRADE

TRY'aLB.

MARK

REQ.

FOR DINNER

NEXT SUNDAY

IIUSKOFF DRUGS

225-- L

WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.

SELECT YOUR
EASTER GREETING CARDS NOW
WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION

THE GIFT CORNER

Public Square

,

p.

Counter

Kenwood Coats in Luxurious Pastels

The production

Frccdlandoro

March

10,

11,

12

is scheduled

and

for

Shorlie $35

in Scott
are on sale
13

Auditorium. Tickets
This year, that hat that goes to now for all performances.
your head says it with flowers. Choose
it with open or closed crown, choose
"Say it with Flowers"
it in navy, black, brown, or pastel,
choose it to wear back on your head
BARRETT'S
or with a forward tilt, but choose a
Liberty Flower Shop
hat with flowers! The good word is
that large flowers and plenty of them
Phone 600 333 E. Liberty St.
WOOSTER, OHIO
are the last word, and roses are flow
Member Florisu' Telegraph Delivery
ers most likely to succeed. You can
have them in blue and every pas
tel, but the starring shade is pink.
Hat-of-the-Mon-

th

is

a pink and

PUBLIC SQUARE

PROMPT

With

RELIABLE

Spring Rain coat

ELLIOT T'S

It's sure to rain and when it docs,

"Since 1900"

there is no better, no smarter, no

DRY CLEANING
SEE OUR AGENT

more dependable companion than

IN YOUR DORM

a water repellent

from

There's a style you will like and
--

Quality Photo Finishing

look well in.

5

.

.

.

choose a smart

corduroy, a gay' plaid, or a belted

and suit
With hat comme-all you need to be set for
spring is a blouse that echoes your
bonnet's posey. Pink, blue and aqua
are some of the colors to choose
from, and if you're looking for
simplicity, youH find it for a
5.9J to be exact at Freedwas urn

y

oeei.oMNG

I

PRINTING

I

style as pictured in emeralds, beige,
--

--

-'

:

18.95 to 35.00

m

a,

ed

navy, black, or red. All are misses,
sizes and arc priced from

irtjwiiiit
ilsliPiiB
WATCH

landers.

Spring along to Freedlanders!
Anna Taylor

raincoat

Annats.

skirt and a cutaway box jacket with
a beautifully flared back. What's
more, it a three-wa- y
suit: it can
be worn completely belted, with no
belt at all, or with the front belted
and back free. Unbelievable as it
may be, it's yours for $32.95. Youi
can't lose!

cap-sleev-

a Smart

LAUNDRY

d

com-me-c-

P

Rain's" In Fashion

moss- -

Just right for spring and all year
'round is the suit that has everyone
sitting up and taking notice. Truly
the "suitable suit for flight or purgray
suit," it's all wool in
material
that
(that's the kind of
doesn't show the dirt), has a slim

v

V

Length $39.75

er

Fashion of Distinction

Freed! anders
confection.
knee-dee- p
in spring as far as hats are
concerned, and as far as you - are
concerned, you're a Freedlanders fan
because the prices don't dig too deep
into your bank account!

d

Three-Qnarl-

BEULAH DECHTEL

green

yarn-dye-

and Green

Aqua, Yellow, Pin

viously announced.

FROM

liSlSMl

Your snapshots can be developed only once, sjo be
sure they're done right let our experts give you carefully developed negatives and fine, glossy prints of
each shot. Prompt Service.

SNYDER STUDIO AND
CAMERA SHOP
EAST LIBERTY AT BEVER STREET

rs

d

ng

well-use- d

1)

ers to produce an effect truly sensitive to the deeper meanings of thjf
numbers she played. Her amazingly
light touch did not weaken at all under the forceful power she applied
to such magnificent and rousing numbers as Prokofieff's Firet Sonata.
Schubert, one of the greatest
of all time, would have
been delighted to hear the harp-lik- e
quality given to his waltzes. Miss Jonas met the challenge of a very impressive program well.
of all her
Perhaps the
numbers was the first encore, 'The
Music-BoxThis piece was written
for and dedicated to Miss Jonas, but
has not as yet been published.
The following numbers were presented in the Federation Concert:
Passacaglia
Handel
Capriccio
W. S. Bach
Sonata No. 2, Opus 31
Beethoven
Impromptu No. 3, G Major
Schubert
Waltzes
.
Schubert
First Sonata, Opus 1
Prokofieff
Polonaise No. 2, Opus 71 .... Chopin

Nocturne
Three Mazurkas

the summer vacation

0

.

Llaryla Jonas

(

0

2

.

.

".

46

10

Totals

Each Dawn I Die

15

3

Champs

.
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.
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Two Features

1-

.

MORE ON

RAIN TOGS..
SECOND FLOOR

